
Chapter 5 

Observations & Results 

A WS-RM implementation can be used in different ways with the different types of !>torages . ... 
The reliability and fault tolerance achieved varies according to the type of storage being used. 

Rest of the chapter describes some of the observations made with the different scenarios 

mentioned in the earlier chapter. 

Any reliable messaging framework downgrades the performance of sending messages. In 

other words reliability is invcr!>ely proportional to the performance. In WS-RM this is mainly 
-~ 

because initial sequence creation and acknowkdgement messages. Further it takes time to 

store the message to the persistence storage in tht! case of persistence and jta scenarios. 

In memory model provides the weakest form of reliability. It provides the reliability for 

network failures but can't survive with the node failures. If the node fails it loses all the 

messages and sequence state and hence fail to recover. 

Persistence model provides better reliability than in memory model. It provides the reliability 

for network failures. Since it persists sequence state and messages received it can restart RM 

sequences after a node fail. For this pn~ject work we tested this model by sending 20 messages 

while stopping and starting the client node and server node. Although it can recover sequences 

we observe some messages has lost. The number of messages at the 
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APPLICATION_SERVER databast! was less than 20 for in only case. Further number of 

reply messages were also less than 20 in 1\PPLIC/\TION_SERVER for in out case. 

Persistence storage with JT 1\ support provides the best reliability. first it provides reliability 

for network failures. Furtht!r JT/\ support provides the reliability for node failures without 

losing any message. For this project work we teMed the JTA support by sending 20 messages 

while stopping and starting the client node and server node. But there were no message loses 

either at the APPLICATION_SERVI ~R database or /\PPLICATION_CLIENT database . 

... 

........ 
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